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Abst rac t - - In  this paper, we establish the existence of multiple positive solutions to the singular 
nonlinear boundary value problem 
(~ (u'))' + q(t)/(~(t)) = 0, 0 < t < 1, 
u(0) = 0, u(1) + B (u'(1)) -- 0, 
by using the Leray-Schauder alternative and the fixed-point theorem in cones, where ~(s) = [s[P--2S, 
p > 1. The singularity may appear at u = 0 and t ---- 0. (~) 2004 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved. 
Keywords - -Mu l t ip le  positive solutions, Fixed-point theorem, p-Laplacian, Singular, Nonlinear 
boundary value problem. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
In this paper, we study the existence of multiple positive solutions to the singular boundary value 
problem 
(~ (u'))' + q(t)f(u(t)) = 0, 0 < t < 1, (1.1) 
u(0) = 0, u(1) + B (u'(1)) = 0, 
where ~(s) = [slP-2s, p > 1, q(t) may be singular at t = 0, and nonlinearity f may be singular 
at u=0.  
Recently, problem (1.1) has been studied extensively. The readers may refer to [1-14] for the 
details. In [1,2], the problem is not able to possess ingularity. In [3-5], the problem is only able 
to possess ingularity at t = 0 or t = 1. However, there are only a few works on the existence of 
multiple positive solutions to the singular boundary value problems. 
In [6,7], Agarwal and O'Regan considered the singular boundary value problem 
y"(t) + q(t)[g(y(t)) + h(y(t))] = 0, 0 < t < 1, 
y(o)  = y(1)  = o, 
This work was supported by NNSF of China. 
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where q(t) may be singular at t = 0 or t = 1, nonlinearity g may be singular at y = 0. They showed 
that this problem has single and two positive solutions by using a Leray-Schauder alternative and 
a fixed-point heorem in cones. 
In [8-10], the authors used Krasnoselski's fixed-point heorem in cones to establish the existence 
of two solutions to singular boundary value problems. However, some strong integrality conditions 
have to be assumed on g + h. 
In [4,5], the authors used Krasnoselski's fixed-point heorem in cones to establish the existence 
of multiple positive Solutions when f is superlinear or sublinear. However, f is not singular at 
u=0.  
Motivated by the results mentioned above, the purpose of this paper is to establish the existence 
of multiple positive solutions of problem (1.1) by applying the method as used in [6,7]. 
Throughout his paper, we make the following hypotheses. 
(H:) B is a continuous, strictly increasing odd function defined on ( -oo,  +oo). 
(H2) q(t) : (0, 1) --* (0, co) is continuous and there exists 0 _< a < p - 1 such that 
~o : t~q(t) < co. (1.2) dt 
(H3) f(u) = g(u) + h(u) with g > 0 continuous and nonincrea~ing on (0, oo), h >_ 0 continuous 
on [0, co), and h/g nondecreasing on (0, co). 
(H4) There exists a constant r > 0 such that 
1 ~ordY  ~ol (ft 1 ) ~--1 (1 + (h(~'))/(g(r))) ~- l (g (y ) )  > ~-1  q(x) dx dt, (1.3) 
where ~- : (u )  := ]ull/(p-1)sgnu is the inverse function to ~(v). 
(Hh) Choose a E (0, 1/2) and fix it, and suppose there exists R > r with 
R 
< M, (1.4) • -: (g(R)[1 + h(aR)/g(aR)]) 
where 
1 min q(t) dt ds + ~--1 q(t) dt ds . (1.5) 
REMARK 1.1. For example, the function 
q(t)=t -~, 0<t<l ,  0_<a<p,  
satisfies Condition (H2) provided a C (a - 1,p - 1) A [0,p - 1). 
REMARK 1.2. It is easy to check that Condition (H2) implies that 
In fact, 
fo:~-: ( f :q(x)  dx) dt <__ fol~-: (fft: ~-~jq(x)dx) dt 
< ( r  dt < 
In this paper, we say that a function u(t) is a positive solution to problem (1.1) if it satisfies 
the following conditions: 
(i) u e C[0, 1] n C1(0, 1], 
(ii) u(t) > 0, for all t e (0, 1] and u(0) = 0, u(1) + B(u'(1)) = 0, 
Off) ~(u'(t)) is locally absolutely continuous in (0,1), and 
(~ (u'))' + q(t)f(u(t)) = O, 0 < t < 1. 
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2. SOME PREL IMINARY RESULTS 
The following laminas will be used in our proof. The first result is a known nonlinear alternative 
of Leray-Schauder type [14, Theorem 1.1]. The second result is a more general fixed-point theorem 
in cones [7, Theorem 1.1]. 
LEMMA 2.1. (See [14].) Assume f~ is a relatively open subset of a convex set K in a normal 
space E. Let A : ~ --+ K be a compact map with 0 6 ft. Then either 
(A1) A has a fixed point in t), or (2.1) 
(A2) there is an x e Oft and a 0 < A < 1 such that x = AA(x). (2.2) 
REMARK 2.1. By a map being compact, we mean it is continuous with relatively compact range. 
LEMMA 2.2. (See [7].) Let E = (E, I I  II) be a Banach space and let K C E be a cone in E, 
and let [[ • [[ be increasing with respect to K.  Also, r, R are constants with 0 < r < R. Suppose 
A : f i r  N K ~ K(here f tR= {x E E, [tx[[ < R}) is a continuous, compact map and assume the 
conditions 
xCAA(x) ,  fo rAe[0 ,1 )  and xeOf t~NK (2.3) 
and 
IIAxll > Ilxll, for x e OaR c/K, 
hold. Then A has a fixed point in K M {x E E : r _< Ilzll -< R}. 
Let K be the cone in C[0, 1] given by 
(2.4) 
K := {u e C[0, 1]: u(t) is a nonnegative concave function}. 
The following lemma follows from the concavity of u(t) on [0,1]. 
LEMMA 2.3. (See Lamina 1 in [4].) Let u C I f  and 0 < a < 1/2. Then 
{ I1~11 L, 0 < t < ~, 
~(t) > 
- 1 - t  
{l~ll 1 ----7' ~ < t < l,  
u(t) _> IIullt, o < t < 1, 
~(t) _> IMI(1 - t), o < t < 1, 
u(t) _> altull, 
ifO < cr < i, 
i f a  = 1, 
/ fa  = 0, 
for a11 t E [a, 1 - a]. 
Here Ilull = sup{lu(t)l : 0 < t < 1} and a 6 [0, 1] such that u(a) = IMI. 
LEMMA 2.4. Let h(t) : (0, 1) ~ (0, oo) be continuous and there exists 0 <_ a < p - 1 such that 
o i tch(t )  < oo. dt 
Then there exists a unique positive solution V E C[0, 1] n C1(0, 1] to the problem 
(~ (V')) '  + h(t) = O, 0 < t < 1, (2.5) 
V(0) = 0, V(1) 4- B (V'(1)) = 0. 
PROOF. Uniqueness. Suppose that Vl(t), V2(t) are two solutions to (2.5) and let z(t) = Vl(t) - 
V2(t). If z(t) ~ 0 on [0,1], since z(0) = 0, then Iz(a)] = maxt~[0,1] ]z(t)] > 0, and ~ C (0, 1]. 
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Without loss of generality, we assume that z(a) > 0. Since z(0) = 0, then there exists an interval 
(a, a] C [0, 1] such that 
z(a)=O, z(t)>O, te (a ,  cr]. 
If cr = 1, then (1/1 - 1/2)'(1) _> 0, and so we have B(V~(1)) > B(V~(1)). It follows from (2.5) that 
z(1) = -B(V{(1)) +B(V~(1)) _< 0, which leads to a contradiction. Then a C (a, 1) and z'(cr) = 0. 
Notice for j = 1, 2, 
(~ (Vj(x))) '  = -h (x ) ,  in (0, 1). 
Integrating both sides of this equality over Is, a], a < s < ~,0 
gj(s) : ~-1 ~ (7)) + h(x) dx , a < s <_ a. 
Integrating both sides of the above equality from a to or, we obtain 
Vj(cr) - Vj(a) = jfaCr (~ -1 (~]~ (Yj(o')) -iv ~ah(x)dx)ds. 
Consequently, z(a) = Vl(a) - V2(a) = 0, which leads to a contradiction. 
The proof of the uniqueness i complete. 
To prove the existence of solutions, we set, for 0 < t _< 1, 
y(t) := ~t~ -1 (fs t h(x)dx) ds-  B o~ -1 (j~'t I h(x)dx) - /1  ~-1 ( i s  h(x)dx) ds. 
Clearly, by Remark 1.2, y(t) is continuous and strictly increasing in (0,1] and y(0 +) < 0 < y(1). 
Thus, y(t) has only one zero in (0,1). Let a be the unique zero of y(t) in (0,1). Then 
Set 
~0 a~[)--1 (fS cr h(x)dx) ds~B O(]~ -1 (j~l h(x)dx) --~- f l ~--1 (~S h(x)dx) ds. 
Bo~- l  (falh(x)dx) + / l~- l  (~Sh(x)dx) ds, 
O<t<G 
or<t<1.  
Then, V is a well-defined function on (0,1], and V(t) > 0 on (0,1]. Moreover, 
(// ) { ~--1 h(x) d3; , 
v ' ( t )  = t 
0<tKcr ,  
¢<t<l .  
It follows from (H2), for 0 < t _< or, we have 
( / / )  0 < V(t) = ~-1 h(x) dx ds 
~ fot~-l (ff~ ~ x~Th(x)dx) ds 
f ( f )  <_ s-~/(P-1)~ -1 x~h(x) dx ds 
(/o ) _ p-1  t(p_1_~)/(p_l)42_ 1 x~h(x) dx , p - l -a  
(2.6) 
(2.7) 
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then we have V(0) = 0. 
Similarly, we have V(1) + B(V'(1))  = 0. Therefore, V(t) is continuous on [0,1], and 
v(0) = 0, v(1) + B (v'(1)) = 0, 
[~ (v'(t))]' = -h( t ) ,  t e (0, 1). 
This completes the proof. 
In this section, let n > 4 be a fixed natural number. We consider the modified boundary value 
problem 
(~ (w'(t)))' + q(t)F(u(t)) = O, 0 < t < 1, 
1 1 (2.8) 
w(0) = -'n w(1) + B (w'(1)) = n '  
for each u e K, where F(u) = g*(u) + h(u), with 
{ g(~), 
g 
REMARK 2.2. g*(u) <_ g(u), Vu e (0, oc). 
By Lemma 2.4, we have the following. 
LEMMA 2.5. For each fixed u C K, 




¢t<- - .  
n 
the boundary value problem (2.8) has a unique solution 
~(t) = (~,~)(t), 
where 
n 
(qtu)(t) := 1 +Bo ~-1 1 n q(x)F(u(x))dx + q(x)F(u(x)) dx ds, 
u 
~ ___t<l ,  
for u E K, where a~ 6 (0, 1) is the unique solution of the equation 
) zo(r) := - + ~- i  q(x)F(u(x)) dx ds 
7% 
) = - + B o q(x)F(u(x)) dx 
n 
+ jftl ~2-1( /S  q(x)F(u(x)) dx) ds :----- zl (T), 
0 <t_< or., 
a~ <_t <_l, 
(ii) (~ (w'(t)))' = -q(t)F(u(t)) in (0,1) and w(O) = 1/n, w(1) + B(w'(1)) = l /n, 
(iii) w = ~u 6 K,  [[w[[ = w(~) .  
This shows that w(t) is a solution to (2.8) and a concave [unction defined on [0,1]. 
fo rO< T < 1. 
From the definition of w and q! for u E K, we have 
(i) (F ) ~-~ q(~)F(~(~))dx > o, 
w'(t) = 
-~- l  ( i  q(x)F(u(x))dx ) <_0, 
(2.9) 
(2.1o) 
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LEMMA 2.6. Let w~(t) be a solution to problem (2.8) with F = F~, i = 1,2. / fF1  < F2, then 
~l(t) <_ ~2(t). 
PROOF. Let z(t) = wl(t) - w2(t). If the lemma is not true, similar to the proof of Lemma 2.4, 
there exists an interval (a, a] C (0, 1) such that z(t) > 0 in (a, a], and 
z(a) = 0, z(a) = max z(t) > 0, z'(cr) = 0. 
t~[0,1] 
Notice that 
(~ (wi(t)))' = -q(t)Fl(u(t)) >_ -q(t)F2(u(t)) = (~ (w'2(t)))', t e (a, ~]. 
Integrating both sides of this equality over [s, ~], a < s _< a, we get 
-~  (wi(s)) + • (w~(~)) _> -~ (w~(s)) + • (w;(~)),  a < s _< a, 
i.e., 
t z'(~) = ~1(8)  - ~(~)  < 0, a < ~ < ~. 
Consequently, z(cr) ___ z(a) = 0, which leads to a contradiction. The lemma is proved. 
Let VM(t) be a positive solution to problem (2.5) with h(t) = Mq(t) (M > 0) and Vr~(t) be a 
positive solution to problem (2.5) with h(t) = mq(t) (m > 0). 
By Lemmas 2.4-2.6, we have the following remarks. 
REMARK 2.3. Let w(t) be a solution to problem (2.8) with F(u) <_ M. Then w(t) <_ 1/n+VM(t), 
i.e., (~u)(t) <_ 1/n + VM(t). 
REMARK 2.4. Let w(t) be a solution to problem (2.8) with F(u) >_ rn. Then w(t) >_ 1/n+V,~(t), 
i.e., (k~u)(t) >_ 1/n + V,~(t). 
LEMMA 2.7. Let [a, 1] C (0, 1] be a compact interval, and let w(t) be a solution to problem (2.8) 
with F(u) <_ M, then 
Iw'(t)l <_ C(a,M), a < t < 1, 
where M is a positive constant, C(a, M) is a positive constant dependent of a, M. 
PROOF. We can obtain that 
) w'(t) = ~-I ~_ + q(s)F(u(s)) ds , a < t < 1, (2.11) 
where ~- = q~(w'(1)) is a solution of the equation 
~t~-~ @ + f lq(s)F(u(s))ds) dr = w(l) - w(a). (2.12) 
By the first mean value theorem, there exists a ~ E [a, 1] such that 
( f l  )w(1) -w(a)  ~-1 ~.+ q(s)F(u(s))ds -- 17a  ' 
i.e., 
: - f q(s)v(~(s)) d8 + • ~(1 -_~(a)a 
By Remark 2.3, w(t) < VM(t) + 1/n < VM(t) + 1, then there is a C > 
]-r]< q(s)Mds+~ w( (a) <C 
and 
~'+ ftlq(s)F(u(s))ds[ < C. 
From (2.11), (2.13), and (2.14), we have 
Iw'(t)] < C(a, M), a < t < 1, 
where C(a, M) is a positive constant dependent of a, M. 
0 such that 
(2.13) 
(2.14) 
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LEMMA 2.8. For any bounded and dosed ~l C K, the set T~(~) is equicontinuous on [0,1]. 
PROOF. Let M > 0 such that F(u) <_ M for u E ~. For any z > 0, from the continuity of VM(t) 
on [0,1] and VM(O) = 0, then there is a 61 • (0, 1/4) such that 
E 
VM(t) < -~, for t • [0,2611. 
Let u • fl. Since (~u)(t) - 1/n <_ VM(t), then for any tl, t2 • [0,261], [t~ - t21 < al, 
i(/~/~)(tl ) -- (t!/U)(t2) I = (tZ/U)(tl) __ 1 ~- 1 (ti/w)(t2) I 
< VM (tl) + VM (t~) < ~. 
By Lemma 2.7, I (~) ' ( t ) I  < C( ,h ,M)  =: L, for t e [~i, I]. 
Put 52 = e/L. Then for t l , t  2 E [($1, 1] with [t 1 --t2[ < 62, we have 
](~u)(tl) - (~u)(t2)] _< L]tl - t21 < E. 
Set 6 = min{61, 62}. Then for tl, t2 e [0, 1] with It~ - t2] < 6, we obtain 
I (~) ( t l )  - (~- ) ( t2 ) l  < ~. 
This shows that ~(~) is equicontinuous on [0,1]. 
LEMMA 2.9. For any bounded and dosed ~ C K, the mapping T~ : ~t --+ K is continuous. 
PROOF. Let M > 0 such that F(u) < M for u E ~. Assume that uo,uj 6 ~ and nuj -u0][  --+ 0 
as j --+ co. Then we have 
/0 (/? ) 1 + ~- i  q(x)F(uj(x)) dx ds, 0 < t < a~, n 
- q (x )Y (~ j (x ) )  dx 
~t I (Z  s ) + ~-1 q(x)F(uj(x))dx ds, cr~j <t<l ,  
~j 
where Cruj , j = O, 1 , . . . ,  satisfies the following equation: 
fo~J ~- l  ( /~ J  q(x)F(uj(x))dx) ds 
(2.15) j(Z1 ) ~al (~s ) 
=Bo(1)  - I  q(x)F(uj(x))dx + ~-i q(x)F(uj(x))dx ds. 
~j ~j ~j 
Suppose that (r* c [0, 1] is an accumulation point of {a~5}. Then there is a subsequence 
of {a~¢},{a~(~)}, which converges to a*. Inserting Uj(m) and cruj(~) into (2.15) j(m) and then 
m --+ co, we obtain 
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This shows that o* = ~o,  and hence, a~j -+ ~o.  Thus, we use the dominated convergence 
theorem to obtain 
1 /or ( ~ )  _ + ~- i  ~ J  n dx ds, o < t < 
1 o1( 1 ) 
lim (~uj)(t)  = lim - ÷ B o q(x)F(uj(x))  dx 
j--+oo j--~oo ~ ~j 
(; ) + ~-1 q(x)F(uy(x))dx ds, ~ <t<l  
~j 
= (~u0)(t), t e [0, 1]. 
This shows that • is continuous from f~ to K. 
Combining Lemmas 2.5-2.9, we have the following. 
LEMMA 2.10. ~ : K --* K is completely continuous. 
3. MAIN  RESULTS 
In this section, we examine the singular nonlinear boundary value problem 
(~ (u'))' + q(t)f(u(t)) = 0, 0 < t < 1, 
u(0) = 0, u(1) + B (u'(1)) = 0. 
(3.1) 
THEOREM 3.1. Suppose Conditions (H1)-(H4) are satisfied, then (3.1) has a solution u 6 C[0, 1]N 
C1(0, 1] with u > 0 on (0, 1] and HuH < r. 
PRooF. To show the existence of the solution described in the statement of Theorem 3.1, we 
apply Lemma 2.1 first. We can choose s > 0, and z < r such that 
1 /eer dy /ol ]~_1 ( / t  1 ) 
4) -1 (1 + h(r)/g(r)) ~- l (g(y) )  > q(x) dx dt. (3.2) 
Let no C {1,2, . . .} be chosen so that 1~no < ~. Let N + = {no,n0 + 1,. . .}.  We first show that 
the following boundary value problem: 
(i5 (u'))' + q(t)f(u(t)) = O, 0 < t < 1, 
1 1 (3"3) n 
u (0)=- ,  u (1 )+B(u ' (1 ) )=- ,  neN + 
n n 
has a solution Un(t), n e N +, u~(t) > 1/n on (0, 1], and lun(t)l < r. 
To show (3.3)" has such a solution, Yn E N +, we will deal with the modified boundary value 
problem 
(~ (u'))' + q(t)F(u(t)) = O, 0 < t < 1, 
1 1 (3"4) n 
u(0) = -'n u(1) + B (u'(1)) = n '  n E N +, 
where F is defined by (2.8). 
Fix n E N +. Let @ : ~r ~ K be defined by 
~0t (I)-1 (~s Cr~ ) 
n 
1 
(¢u)(t)  = 1 + B o ~-1 q(x)F(u(x))  dx (3.5) 
n \d Cr u / 
+ ~-1 ds, ~ <_ t <_ 1, 
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where a~ E (0, 1) is the unique solution of the equation 
l f o~ (~"  ) z0(~-) := - + ¢ -1  q(x)F(u(x))dx ds n 
= ~_~Bo~- I  (/wlq(x)Iri1(it(x))d2~) _~_ t I ~-1 (j~Sq(x)F(it(x))dx) d8 
:-~ z 1 (T), 0 < ~" < 1. 
Similar to the proof of Lemmas 2.5-2.9, we can obtain that ~ : t~  --+ K is completely contin- 
uous. 
We first show 
u~A~u,  fo rAE  (0,1), uE0~r .  (3.6) 
Suppose this is false, suppose that there exist a A E (0, 1) and u E 0 t~ with u = A~u. Then 
we have 
- (~ (u'))' = Ap-lq(t)F(u(t)), 0 < t < 1, 
A u(1)+AB(U'(1)~_A__, nEN+" (3.7) ~ u(O) 
Clearly there exists a ,  E (0,1) with u'(t) >_ 0 on (0,~n), u'(t) <_ 0 on (as, l), and it(fin) = 
If~ll =r  
Also notice that 
F(u(t)) <_ g(u(t)) + h(u(t)), t E (0, 1); 
then for z E (0, 1), we have 
- (¢ (.'(~)))' _< g(~(z)) {1 + g(it(z))h(it(z)) Jl~q(z) (3.8) 
Integrate from t (0 < t _< an) to an to obtain 
u'(t) < O-l ({l +g(r) j ~Cr~g(u(z))q(z) , (3.9) 
so we obtain ({ ) u'(t) < ~2 -1 1 + q(z) dz ~-t(g(it(t))) - g(~) j ]  ' 
and then integrate from 0 to an to obtain 
(3.10) 
'F Cr n 
J~/n dy <( i ) _1({1+ h(r) (I)-l(g(Y)) g -~}) J~0 ~-1 (J(tanq(z) dz) dr" (3.11) 
Consequently, 
h(r) ~ ~ dz) (3.12) 
~5-1(g(y)) - g(r) J]  
and so, 
r dy < ~-1 1 + ~-1 q(z) dz dr. (3.13) 
¢--l(g(y)) -- g(r) J] 
This contradicts (3.2) and consequently (3.6) is true. 
Now Lemma 2.1 implies @ has a fixed point un(t) E ~tr, i.e., 1/n <_ I]~sll - r (note if II~sll = r, 
then following essentially the same argument from (3.8)-(3.13) will yield a contradiction). Since 
u,~ >_ 1/n, we can obtain that us(t) is a solution of (3.3) s also. 
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From (Ha), for r > 0, g(un(t)) > g(r), f(un) = h(un) + g(un) >_ g(r). Then by Remark 2.4, 
we have 
un(t) >_ 1 + Vg(,)(t), 0 < t < 1. (3.14) 
n 
REMARK 3.1. Notice that Vg(~)(t) > 0 on (0, 1], then un(t) > 0, t C (0, 1]. 
Next we will show that 
{Un}neN+ is a bounded, equicontinuous family on [0, 1]. (3.15) 
Returning to (3.8) (with u replaced by un), we have 
- (~5(u~(z)))' _< g(un(z)){1 + gh(U~(Z))(un(z)) } q(z). (3.16) 
Since u,(t) > 1/n on [0, 1], there exists an e (0, 1) with u~(t) > 0 on (0, a , ) ,  u~(t) <_ 0 on (an, 1) 
and un(crn) = I[Unl] _< r. 
Integrating (3.16) from t (0 < t < an) to an, we have 
({ Uln(t) ~-1 h(r) ~x ~-1 q(Z) dz (3.17) (~--1 (g (~n(t))) ~ 1 + g(r) J7 
We now claim that there exists a0 > 0, with 
a0<in f{an:nEN +} <1.  
If this is not true, then there exists a subsequence S of N + with gn ~ 0 as n ~ c~ in S. Now 
integrate (3.17) from 0 to cr~ to obtain 
fo ~(~) dy ___~--1 (1 h(r) \ dx) dt + / Un dy (3.18) ~]~--l(g(y)) ~- ~----~) ~0 crn ~I~-1 (/°'~q(x) tl~--l(g(y))' 
for n C S. Since ~r~ --~ 0 as n ~ oo in S, we have from (3.18) that u~(an) --* 0 as n --* c~ in S. 
However, since the maximum of u ,  on [0,1] occurs at ~rn, we have Un --+ 0 in C[0, 1] as n ~ oo 
in S. This contradicts (3.14). 
This implies 
~(t)  
(1)--1 (g(Un@))) { ___ ~-1 1 + g(,.) j ]  for t e (0,~zn), (3.19) 
1 where W(t) = f~in(t,ao)q(Z)dz. By Remark 1.2, gh-I(W) e LI[0, 1]. 
When an _< t < 1, we have -u~n(t) < -u~(1) = B-l(un(1) - l/n) <_ B-l(r). So we have 
--~k(t) B-I(~) 
~-1 (g (u.(t))) <- ~- l (g ( r ) ) '  for t e (C~n, 1). 
Now, (3.19) and (3.20) imply 
i~'(t) W 
~-1 (g (u.(t))) 
<~-1 l+g(~)]] 
for t E (0, 1). 
(3.20) 
(3.21) 
Let I :  [0, oo) --~ [0, oc) be defined by 
fo z dy 
I(~) = ~-l(g(y))" 
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Note, I :  [0, oo) --* [0, oo) is an increasing map and I(oo) = 0% since g(u) > 0 is noninereasing 
on (0, oe) with I continuous on [0, B] for any B > 0. Notice 
{I(u~)}~eN+ is a bounded, equicontinuous family on [0, 11. 
The equicontinuity follows fl'om 
IS(u~(t)) - /(u~(s)) I : f '  
_~ ~-1 
(here t, s E [0, 1]) 
u'~(z) dz 
~- l (g (~(z ) )  
1 + h(r) g(~)) ~ '  [¢-~(W(z)) + ¢(g(~) + h(r))B-l(~)] dz 
This inequality, the uniform continuity o f / -1 ,  and 
[u~(t) - u~(s)I = ]I-l(I(u~(t))) - (I(u~(s)))], 
now establish (3.15). 
The Arzela-Ascoli theorem guarantees the existence of a subsequence N C N +, u C C[0, 1] 
with un converging uniformly on [0, 1] to u as n --* oo, for n E N. Then by (3.14), u(t) >_ Vg(~)(t), 
on [0, 1]. In particular u(t) > 0 on (0, 1]. Fixing t E (0, 1], we have 
~(1)=~(t )+ f f  ~-l [~(u'(1))+ f f  q(z)f(Un(x)) dz] ds. (3.22) 
Since lU~n(1)] = --U~(1) = B- I (u~(1)  - l /n) < B- l (r) .  Thus, {u~(1)}~cy has a convergent 
subsequence; for convenience l t {U~n(1)},~eN denote this subsequence also, and let r0 C R be its 
limit. Now for the above fixed t E (0, 1], let n -~ c~ through N (we note here that qf is uniformly 
continuous on compact subsets of It, 1] >< (0, r]) to obtain 
u(1) =u( t )  + ~t l¢  -1 [¢ ( r0)+ j ( lq(x)f(u(x))dx] ds. (3.23) 
We can do this argument for each t C (0, 1] and so 
[ f ] u'(t) = ~-1 ~(ro) + q(x)/(~(x)) dx , o < t <_ 1, 
thus, r0 = u'(1). Then we have (¢(u')) '  + q(t)f(u(t)) = 0 for 0 < t < 1, u(0) = u(1) + 
B(u'(1)) = 0. Finally, it is easy to see that IiuiI < r (note, if IiuiI = r, then following essentially 
the same argument from (3.8)-(3.13) will yield a contradiction). 
Thus, we have proved that problem (1.1) has one positive solution u(t) c C[0, 1] N C1(0, 1], 
and II~ll < ~- 
THEOREM 3.2. Let (H1)-(Hh) hold. Then problem (3.1) has a soIution u E C[0, 1] ~ CI(0, 1] 
with ~ > 0 on (0, 1] ~ ~ < II~tl < R. 
PROOF. To show the existence of the solution described in the statement of Theorem 3.2, we 
will apply Lemma 2.2. 
From (1.3), there exists s > 0 (s < r), which satisfies (3.2). Let no e {1,2, . . .  } such that 
1~no < ~, 1~no < hR. Let N + = {no, no + 1, . . .  }. 
First, we will show that 
(~ (u'))' + q(t)f(u(t)) = O, 0 < t < 1, 
1 1 (3.3F 
u(0)=- ,  u (1 )+B(u ' (1 ) )=- ,  neN +, 
n n 
has a solution us(t), n e N +, Un(t) > 1In on (0, 1), and r < ]]u~]I < R. 
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To show (3.3) '~ has such a solution, Vn E N +, we will deal with the modified boundary value 
problem 
(~ (u'))' + q(t)F(u(t)) = O, 0 < t < 1, 
1 1 (3.4) ~ 
u(0)=n,  u (1)+B(u ' (1 ) )=n,  neN +. 
Fix n E N +. Let ~I, : K --+ K be defined by 
1 + B o ¢i,_ 1 i (q2u)(t) = n q(x)F(u(x)) dx (3.24) 
u 
~t I (~a s ) + ~-1 q(x)F(~(x)) dx d~, ~ _< t < 1, 
u 
where a~ is the unique solution of the equation 
i f  (f ) z0(~-) := - + ~-1 q(x)F(u(x)) dx ds n 
1 +Bo~_ l  ( f l  ) ~1 ( i s  ) = - q(x)F(u(x)) dx + ~-1 q(x)F(u(x)) dx ds n 
:= zl(r), 0 < r < 1. 
From Lemma 2.10, we obtain that ~I, : K ~ K is completely continuous. 
We first show 
u # Aq2u, for A E (0, 1), u e Oftr M K, (3.25) 
where gl~ is defined above. Similar to the proof of (3.7)-(3.13), we can show that (3.25) is true. 
Next we will show 
I1~11 > Ilull, v~ e 0gtn n K. (3.26) 
To see this, let u c 0~tn n K such that I1~11 --- R. 
Since u E K, then by Lemma 2.3, u(s) >_ aR for s E [a, 1 - a], so we have 
g *(u(s)) + h(u(s)) = g(u(s)) + h(u(s)). 
Note in particular that u(s) E jaR, R], for s E [a, 1 - a], with a~ as defined in (3.5), we obtain 
f (/? ) f (f ) 2(~u) (a~) > ~-1 q(z)f(u(x))dx ds + ¢~-1 q(x)f(u(x))dx ds 
> ~ cru f~--i (fSSa~g(~(X)){1 "JC h(u(x))g(u(x)) }q(x)dx)d8 
+ i : -a  (~ -1 ( f~[ g(u(x) ){1+ g(u(x))h(u(x)----~)}q(x)dx)ds 
-> la~@-l (~a~g(R) {1 ' h(aR) g -~ f q(x)dx) ds 
1-~ , h(an) [ dx) +~ ~-1(~ g(R){l+g(aR)jq(x) , ds 
h(aR) = ~-1 (g(R) {1+ ~})  
k 2R, when. cr~ e [a, 1 - a], 
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1-a  
(~IlU)(O'u) > fa ~1~--1 
= ~a 1-a (I)--I 
(~t-~q(x)f(u(x))dx) ds 
( fl-~g(u(x)  { l + h(u(x) } qL x" dx'~) ds 
(~) (~)  > 
1-~ h(aR)'~ fl-~q(x)dx) ds ~ ffa ~-l (g(R) {l+ g(aR) J 
h(aR) 1-~ 1-~ dx) ds 
/ 
R, when a~ > 1 - a, 
: fal-a~ -1 (~Sg(~t(X)){1-~ g( t(:~))h(~t(x)"-~)} q ) dx) d8 
h(aR) I ~ l-a s :~- l (g(R){ l+g(aR) j ]  f~ ~- l ( j [  q(x) dx) ds 
h(aR) ~ 
_> R, when du < a. 
This shows that 
I1~11 > R = I1~11, for ~ e OaR n K. 
Now Lemma 2.2 implies • has a fixed point un(t) C K N (f i r  \ ft~), r < I1~11 -- R. 
I1~11 ¢ ~. Consequently, (3.4) ~ has a solution u~(t) C C[0, 1] n Ct(0, 1], u~(t) E K. 
Moreover, similar to the proof to get (3.14), we obtain 
(3.27) 
Clearly, 
un(t) >_ _1 + Vg(R)(t), 0 < t < 1, (3.28) n 
which shows that (3.3) n has a positive solution un(t). 
By the same way as above, Un (t) have subsequences N of N +, with un (t) converging uniformly 
on [0, 1] to u(t) as n ~ c~ through N. It is easy to show that u(t) E C[0, 1] NCZ(0,1] is a positive 
solut ion of (3.1) and r < rMI < R. 
Thus, the proof of Theorem 3.2 is complete. 
THEOREM 3.3. Assume (H~)-(H5) hold. Then (3.1) has two solutions ul, u2 E C[0, 1] n C1(0, 1] 
with ~1 > 0,u2 > 0 on (0,1] ~nd Ilulll < ~ < Jl~211 < R. 
PROOF. The existence of Ul follows from Theorem 3.1, and the existence of u2 follows from 
Theorem 3.2. 
EXAMPLE 3.1. The singular boundary value problem 
(@(u ' ) ) '+a(u  -~+u #+1)  =0,  0<t<l ,  
u(0) = 0, u(1) + B (u'(1)) = 0 
(3.29) 
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has two solutions ul,u2 e C[0,1] N C1(0,1] with ul > 0, u2 > 0 on (0,11 and Ibll] < 1 < Ib~ll 
Here 
a>O,  ~>p-1 ,  0<o-< g p - l+a  
To see this, we will apply Theorem 3.3 with 
q(s) = o, g(u) = u -a, h(u) = u ~ + 1. 
Clearly, (H i - (H3)  hold. Also note 
f01~-I (ft I ) f01 adx  dt = [o(1 - t)] 1/@-1) dt = a 1/@-i)p - 1 
P 
Consequently, (1.3) holds (with r = 1), since 
1 ~rdy  (3) 1/(p-l) f I (1) 1/(p-1) = ya/(p-1) dy = p - 1 
~)-1 (1 + h(r)/g(r)) ~)-l(g(y)) ao p - 1 + a '  
then 
(~_) 1/(p--l) p - -1  
p - l+a  >ai/(p-l)P-lp 
Finally, note that (since/3 > p - 1, set a = 1/4), 
R 
lim 
R-~ ~- I (R - " [1  + ((1/4)R)"+~ + ((1/4)R)a]) 
R 
= lim 
~-~¢ (R -~ + (1 /4)~+~R~ + (1/4)~)~/(~-~) 
: 0, 
so there exists R > 1 with (1.4) holding. The result now follows from Theorem 3.3. 
EXAMPLE 3.2. Consider the singular boundary value problem 
(~ (u,))' + ~t -m (U--a + U~) : 0, 0 < t < 1, 
(3.30) 
~(0) = 0, ~(1) + B (~'(1)) = 0, 
with 0 < m < p, a > 0, a > 0,/3 > p -  1. 
Set 
g(u) = u -a, h(u) = u ~, q1(t) = t -m, q(t) = aql(t),  
bl := a~o l ~2-1( j[t l ql ( x ) dx ) dt. 
Then b0 = al/(P-1)bl. 
Applying Theorem 3.3, in the same way as in Example 3.1, we can find that (3.30) has two 
positive solutions if there exists r > 0 such that 
[ p- I  ) ]P - i ra+P-1  (3.31) 




T(x) := 1 + xa+~ ' x > 0, 
sup xo 
xe(o,c~) _ _ +  1 
We choose r = x0 such that (3.31) holds. Obviously, (H1)-(H~) in Theorem 3.3 axe satisfied. 
Thus, (3.30) has two solutions ul,u2 C C[0,1] N C1(0,1] with ul > 0, u2 > 0 on (0,1] and 
I1~iII < r = xo < Ilu211. 
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